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problem

future work

Monetary cost drops faster than device management cost.

We have many devices, each of which may have different
capabilities, and on which we may perform different tasks.

Task resources and contextual cues are inflexible and hard 
to transfer among devices.

Prior work focused only on task management and inter-device
interaction. We consider inter-device task management.

- Explore alternate mappings between windows, virtual space, and physical space.

- Conduct comparative user evaluations to identify strengths and weaknesses.

- Explore ways of extending the collaboration annex’s capabilities.

our proposal

AnnexLaptop

- Task Resource Availability:
  - Store files on personal laptop
  - Annex access via shared drive.

  - We only handle a small set of applications that are 
    available on the annex and laptop.

- Data - Application mapping.

  - Annex provides virtual desktops which can be 
    selected and virtually accessed on Annex and  laptop.

- Virtual - physical display mapping.

  - On laptop, region of virtual space or arbitrary windows

    can be mapped to the display.

- Window - virtual real estate mapping.

- Display Characteristics.

Task Dimensions

tasks &
context

- Different devices have different capabilities.
- Tasks must be mapped to different devices.
- Use task dimensions to determine mappings.

Task Transformation

Transform and transfer tasks between devices with very different displays.

Our Prototype
- Five 19” LCD Displays.
- One personal laptop.
- Transfer tasks between the two.
- Transform tasks to be usable on destination
  device.

- Representation of virtual space equivalent 
  to largest device.
- User selects one 
- Can display a screen-sized region 
  of virtual space, or...
- Can display arbitrary set of windows.
- Provides continuity of spatial relationships.

- User can make virtual desktops, each with
  independent sets of application windows.
- Desktops can be resized, revealing more 
  or less of the default desktop.
- Default desktop designed to contain
  awareness windows.

Virtual Space Manager - Laptop Virtual Desktop Manager - Annex

(Control Panel for VDM)

Laptop Display Portion of Annex Display

Example of transferring the state of our image display software between the Annex and a laptop.
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our proposal

Tasks + Context

AnnexLaptop

- Task Resource Availability.
- Data - Application mapping.
- Virtual - physical display mapping.
- Window - virtual real estate mapping.
- Display Characteristics.

Task Dimensions

- Different devices have different capabilities.
- Tasks must be mapped to different devices.
- Use task dimensions to determine mappings.

Task Transformation

Transform and transfer tasks between devices with very different displays.

- Five 19” LCD Displays
- Dedicated computer.
- Includes our client software.

- Conventional Laptop
- Includes our client software.
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